Towards a new multidimensional classification of traumatic brain injury: a CENTER-TBI study.
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is currently classified as mild, moderate or severe TBI by trichotomizing the Glasgow coma scale (GCS). We aimed to explore directions for a more refined multidimensional classification system. For that purpose, we performed a hypothesis-free cluster analysis in the CENTER-TBI database: a European all-severity TBI cohort (n=4509). The first building block consisted of key imaging characteristics, summarized using principal component analysis from 12 imaging characteristics. The other building blocks were demographics, clinical severity, secondary insults, and cause of injury. With these building blocks, the patients were clustered into four groups. We applied bootstrap resampling with replacement to study the stability of cluster allocation. The characteristics which predominantly defined the clusters were injury cause, major extracranial injury, and GCS. The clusters consisted of 1451, 1534, 1006, and 518 patients, respectively. The clustering method was quite stable: the proportion of patients staying in one cluster after resampling and reclustering was 97.4% (95% CI:85.6%-99.9%). These clusters characterised groups of patients with different functional outcomes: from mild to severe, 12%, 19%, 36%, and 58% of patients had unfavourable six-month outcome. Compared to the mild and the upper intermediate cluster, the lower intermediate and the severe cluster received more key interventions. To conclude, four types of TBI patients may be defined by injury mechanism, presence of major extracranial injury and GCS. Describing patients according to these three characteristics could potentially capture differences in etiology and care pathways better than with GCS only.